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Enrollment numbers down 668, director of Admissions out
Gordon held the posiing found, Taylor said.
tion for nearly six years
Jim Sears, assistant
after being hired on
director of retail opNov. 5, 2007.
erations for The WKU
As of last week, Dale
Store, worked closely
Brown, director for
with Gordon and the
college and school reoffice of admissions.
lations, and Sharon
Sears said the anHunter, coordinator for
nouncement of GorGORDON
developmental educadon’s dismissal was
tion, are now co-directors Former “very surprising,” and he
of admissions in the in- director said the Academic Tranterim as a replacement is be- sitions Program that the office

BY TREY CRUMBIE AND
MICHAEL MCKAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
WKU’s director of admissions, Scott Gordon, “no longer holds the position,” according to Robbin Taylor, vice
president for Public Affairs.
This vacancy comes after
recent enrollment numbers
show a drop of more than 668
students since last fall.

was responsible for was wellmanaged, thanks to Gordon’s
leadership.
“I don’t know all of the details, but nonetheless, he was
a good guy,” Sears said. “A very
good guy.”
This fall, 20,456 total students are enrolled at WKU,
the first time in 16 years fall
enrollment has dropped from
the fall semester from one academic year to fall of the next.

The drop occurred between
1996 and 1997, according to
the Office of Institutional Research.
In the fall of 2009, total enrollment sat at 20,712, 20,903
in 2010 and 21,048 in 2011.
Enrollment peaked in fall
2012 with 21,124 total students
enrolled. But by spring of 2013,
total enrollment sat at 19,206.
President Gary Ransdell said
SEE ENROLLMENT PAGE A3

SGA

Thompson
Complex North
Wing closing
next semester
BY KAELY HOLLOWAY
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Thompson Complex North Wing
will be closed next semester.
SGA President Keyana Boka announced during Tuesday’s Student
Government Association that the
building will be closed due to inability to maintain the building over
the winter months.
“They’re currently working out
temporary locations for the classes and the labs there,” Boka said.
“They’re having a lot of difficulties
with the internal side of the building; it’s a very old building.”
Boka said she will report more information as it becomes available.
Bob Skipper, director of media
relations, also confirmed the closing of this building. Skipper is currently obtaining more information
regarding this development.
Several other reports were also discussed at Tuesday's SGA meeting.
Mark Reeves, executive vice president, updated the senate about
new policies and changes coming
in to the University Senate Executive committee meeting.
“There were several issues that
came up at that meeting,” Reeves
said.
Among these issues was one regarding Information Technology
submitting a policy dealing with
privacy with electronic usage.
“Users shall have no expectations
of privacy associated with email
transmissions or of other data,
content and informations stored,
transmitted or accessed on university systems and resources,” Reeves
quoted from the policy.
Reeves said he will voice his concerns in the University Senate. IT is
pushing for this policy, along with
eight other policies, to be approved
within 30 days.
One bill was passed during the
meeting. The measure dealt with
SEE SGA PAGE A3

Harlie Bryant, 7, of Beaver Dam, holds on to WKU volleyball coach Travis Hudson while a video about Bryant plays in Diddle
Arena on Oct. 11. Bryant, who has a brain tumor, has been on the sidelines of every home volleyball game since last August.
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Volleyball coach leads WKU to wins on and off the court
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Travis Hudson has built the best winning percentage of active Sun Belt Conference coaches, sitting at .712 after 19
years as coach of the WKU volleyball
team. Winning, however, did not always
come naturally for Hudson, and neither
did the game of volleyball.
Hudson had a successful high school
athletic career growing up in nearby Edmonson County, serving as captain on
his school’s football and basketball teams
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and earning all-state honors in football.
In high school he visited several colleges
in hopes of earning a football scholarship
— one of those schools was WKU.
When he learned there were no football scholarships available, he came to
WKU to pursue a degree. However, the
thrill of competition kept Hudson in
and around sports once he got to college. Intramurals and pick-up games
were regular for him but when that got
old, he found the game of volleyball.
“I met some guys who played volleyball so I thought I’d give it a shot,” Hud-

son said. “It was brutal. They used to
make fun of me because I was so bad,
but I kept coming back. These guys
used to embarrass me, but they’re two
of my great friends to this day. If there’s
one characteristic about me, it’s when I
put my mind to something. I just kept
coming back and getting better.”
Hudson stuck with volleyball, and he
got better. He met Jeff Hulsmeyer, the
coach of the WKU volleyball team at the
time, as he played in weekend tournaments. The two began to play in leagues
SEE HUDSON PAGE A3
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HUDSON

awards. However, he said working with
players at his alma mater is what matCONTINUED FROM FRONT
ters most to him.
“As we’ve got more successful I’ve had
together and formed a relationship
a lot of opportunities to go make more
At the time there was not a lot of money, to go to a ‘bigger name,’ but I
money in the volleyball program so am a person of loyalty,” Hudson said.
Hulsmeyer didn’t have an assistant “I get that I got the job here when there
coach. Hulsmeyer asked Hudson for was no reason to give me the job here.
help — he started out as a student I get that it’s special to be at your alma
manager and eventually became an in- mater… I don’t know if I could do it as
terim coach when Hulsmeyer left.
well somewhere else because of the
“He left and they didn’t have a coach love I have for this place.”
one spring,” Hudson said. “So, I just
Hudson is not only close with his
kind of stepped in and took them players on the court but off the court
through drills even though I didn’t have as well. Every player he’s coached in
a clue as to what I was doing.”
his 19-year career has graduated, and
Hudson continued to help out
none have transferred.
when WKU hired Hulsmeyer’s
“That’s one thing that he’s
replacement, Mark Hardaway,
probably more proud of than
but left to find a career with
anything and that’s the 100 perhis business marketing degree.
cent graduation rate,” assistant
When he heard the coaching job
coach Kristi Griffin said. “That
at WKU was open again, he apsays a lot about how we recruit.
plied.
When kids come on campus,
“Really, and I’ve said this my
we show them exactly how it’s
POTTS
whole life, I ended up getting
going to be and they love it.”
Senior
the job because they didn’t reSenior setter Melanie Stutally care that much about it at the defensive sman came to WKU in 2010. She
time,” Hudson said. “There was specialist said Hudson knows how to reno money in it and the program
cruit good people.
wasn’t very good. The kids and their
“I think he has a very good sense of
families that were in the program at the someone’s character and he can tell if
time went to the AD (athletic director) they’re going to fit in here,” she said.
and spoke on my behalf. At 24 I became “He puts a big emphasis on school. I
the youngest head coach in Division I think the whole family feeling is somevolleyball and didn’t have a clue. I had thing you can’t find anywhere else, so
never recruited a day in my life and why would you want to leave?”
that’s where it all began.”
For many of the players Hudson is
Hudson struggled in his first year, go- not simply a coach and someone who
ing 7-26. His team took off the next sea- pushes them to do well in school, but
son, though, winning 11 more matches he is also a fatherly figure to his team.
than the previous season. The culture
“He’s like a second dad to me,” senior
around the team had changed by his defensive specialist Ashley Potts said.
fourth season — the Lady Toppers have “He cares about us as a person which is
won 24 or more matches every year but huge because we always have that trust
one since then.
in him and respect for him. He doesn’t
Last year was the best season in pro- just care about what we do on the
gram history. WKU won its first NCAA court, he cares about how we’re doing
Tournament match and finished the in school, and boy situations and evseason ranked No. 21.
erything. He always talks to us openly.
“He knows everything. You can’t hide
Hudson has collected four Sun Belt
Coach of the Year honors and three anything from him, he’ll find out. He
American Volleyball Coaches Asso- knew I almost had a boyfriend before I
ciation South Region Coach of the Year even had a boyfriend.”

SGA

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
money appropriations to Relay for
Life, Alpha Kappa Psi, Alpha Epsilon Delta and the Spanish Club. A
total of $1,725 was divided among
these organizations.
Beth McGrew, from the Office of
Sustainability, spoke to SGA about
the organization involving itself in
the creation of a campus garden.
The garden would be located behind the Office of Sustainability, at
503 Regents Ave. The goal is to have
the construction and creation of
the garden begin next semester.
“We want to improve access to
local and healthy food,” she said.
McGrew said many students

have contacted her about this issue, wanting more organic and
fresh food options.
Once established, students
would be able to plant and take
fruits and vegetables from the garden at their leisure.
“Our vision for the garden is to
demonstrate educational and
conventional garden methods,”
she said. “We don’t just want to
show one method, and this is the
way we want to show different
methods and how they compare
with one another.”
Next week’s meeting will host
Gordon Emslie, provost and vice
president for Academic Affairs, as
the guest speaker to discuss priority registration and other academic
issues.
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Ashley Potts, senior defensive specialist

He's like a second dad to me. He cares about us as a
person which is huge because we always have that
trust in him and respect for him.”
Hudson often has his team over for
dinner and to watch sporting events
that the players would not be able to
get at their dorm or apartment. Recently the team went over to his house
to watch the WKU football team play
Louisiana-Monroe.
Because of the closeness he has with
his team, his family plays a large role
with the Lady Toppers as well. Hudson’s wife, Cindy, was a former volleyball
player at WKU when he was just a student. The two met when Hudson came
to matches to watch the team play. He
now describes her as his rock and top assistant. Their two sons have spent their
whole lives around the program as well.
Hudson has had to show his true
character in his 19-year career. One of
the scariest moments the Lady Toppers
ever experienced came on a road trip to
South Alabama in 2010
On the way to Mobile, Ala., the team
suddenly felt the bus hit the strips outside the lanes on the side of the road.
When the bus did not change course,
Hudson knew something was wrong.
He felt the bus go into the grass in the
median heading for traffic going the
opposite way.
The bus driver had a heart attack at
the wheel — no one knew because of
the privacy curtain that separated the
driver from the passengers. When Hudson pulled back the curtain and saw the
driver slumped over in the seat and no
longer steering the bus, he jumped into
action. The coach grabbed the wheel
and got the bus in the emergency lane,
away from traffic. He then reached over
the driver and was able to apply the
break and stop the bus, according to an
article written by the NCAA.
The coach has a framed copy of the
bus accident story in his office that re-

ENROLLMENT

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

earlier this semester that he expected enrollment to be down, attributing newly
implemented higher admission standards
as the cause.
Ransdell said WKU has started looking
at students with higher GPA and ACT averages, as well as their rank in class when
admitting students into WKU in the future.
“A few years ago, we would expect it to be
marching towards 22,000, 23,000, 24,000
students, but the numbers are changing,”
Ransdell said. “Now I believe our enrollment
targets are instead going from 21 to 22,000.
We may actually be going from 21 to 20,000
but have higher quality (students) and better revenues because of the mix I have been
describing.”

minds him of that day three years ago
and how lucky he is.
“That’s my perspective check,” Hudson said. “When I think it’s frustrating
being a coach, that’s my perspective of
how fortunate I am to be here and be
doing it. It was a miracle that we survived it. So many things had to happen
right and even have a chance to live
through it.”
On another road trip a few years ago,
as Hudson sat in his hotel room watching TV, he heard about a foundation
called The Friends of Jaclyn. This organization takes young children who
have brain tumors and partners them
with nearby collegiate athletic teams,
giving teams the chance to adopt the
kids as members of their team. Hudson
signed WKU up that night.
It wasn’t until about a year later that
Hudson received a phone call about
a girl named Harlie Bryant in Beaver
Dam that the foundation wanted to
match his team up with. After talking
to the creator of the foundation, Jaclyn’s father, Hudson decided his team
would adopt Harlie to be a member of
the WKU volleyball team.
Harlie often comes to WKU volleyball
games where she can be seen on the end
line standing with the team. Even whenever she is not able to attend, her name
and video plays alongside the rest of
the players in the intro video and every
game, she is announced with the team.
“The idea behind it is that those kids
know nothing but hospitals and chemotherapy and nurses and doctors and
they’re kind of the outcasts at school,”
Hudson said. “Through Friends of Jaclyn, now she’s the cool kid because she’s
on the Western volleyball team. It’s just
a magnificent foundation that just
gives a quality of life to these kids.”

Crime reports
Report
• Bowling Green sophomore Anthony
Gullo Steiner reported his violin, violin
case and tuxedo were stolen from his
locker in the Fine Arts Center on Nov.
5. The estimated value of the items
stolen is $400.

Go to wkuherald.com for
an interactive crime map
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COMMON GROUND

THE COST of having guts
BY NICK BRATCHER
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

A popular kids show
on Nickelodeon when
I was growing up used
to pose the question,
“Guts, do you have it?”
as its catchphrase.
These days, I feel
like the more appropriate question for our
Bratcher
generation would be,
Opinion Editor “Anxiety, do you have
it?”
If you’re like me, the answer is likely a
resounding yes.
I attribute this to a societal problem.
We value invulnerability and denounce
weakness. We want people with guts,
grit and determination.
It’s why people buy homes they can’t
afford and spend money on cars they
have no business driving.
It’s all about the image.
I call it “keep-it-togetherness.”
You need to have that part-time job,
smoking hot boyfriend or girlfriend,
get good grades, join an honor society,
find time to go to the gym, volunteer
for the local homeless shelter and read
Faulkner in your spare time to improve
your scholarly pursuits.
But is that real life?

Nick Bratcher, opinion editor

We simply can't be
vulnerable. We hate it
when we have to admit
that we don't have it all
figured out.”
I can’t tell you the number of fellow
college kids I walk by every day that look
like someone just set their house on fire.
They’re off to their next club meeting
or they’re late to their study group after
volunteering at some organization that
will change the world.
But they always assure me that
they’re fine if I ask if they’re too busy—
as their frazzled eyes glaze over with the
weight of their to-do list.
And for what purpose?
Why can’t you be vulnerable? Why is
the rat race to get ahead all there is to
life?
I’m not saying that volunteering, getting good grades or any of those pursuits
are bad things in and of themselves.
But they show something much
deeper in the consciousness of our society.
Do you know why you hate it when

your significant other tries to teach or
explain something to you that you don’t
understand?
Or do you know why you hate to admit when your parents are right?
We simply can’t be vulnerable. We
hate it when we have to admit that we
don’t have it all figured out.
But the reality is that we don’t. None
of us do.
So, this message is for you. Yeah, you,
the one still reading this column to procrastinate from doing homework.
Your life is about more than building
a resume.
I know it’s hard to imagine, but when
you die—and for some of you crazy kids
who are burdened with worries and
anxiety, that may not be far off at this
rate—none of that volunteering or life
planning or “keep-it-togetherness” is
going to matter.
When you look back on your life,
make sure you’ve invested your time
into something that lasts.
That starts with the vulnerability to
let go of the image to which you’re clinging so tightly.
Stop trying to keep it together.
Say no to that new organization that
needs your help or drop one of those activities that you’re convinced will “look
good on a resume.”
Now that takes guts.

Tops &
Bottoms
TOPS to registering
for classes for the
last time

BOTTOMS to not
knowing
what
you're doing with
your life

TOPS to Thanksgiving break being 20
days away

BOTTOMS to feeling guilty about
neglecting essays
for turkey

LINDS LETS LOOSE

It’s not your age, it’s when you’re ready
BY LINDSAY KRIZ
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
Since
graduating
high school, I have seen
fellow alumni become
couples, fall in love,
get engaged, marry
and even divorce. One
young woman I graduated with has since divorced
twice and is in a
Kriz
third relationship as we
Columnist speak.
As I get older, I start to panic at the idea
that I am at the age where people will start
to wonder if I’ve found the right person to
settle down with, what I want to do for a
career and if I want the typical 2.5 kids. My
answers right now are: “Not that I know
of,” “I’m not entirely sure” and “Thanks,
but no thanks.”
And I’m okay with those answers,
because as I’ve aged, I’ve realized that
those past ages that used to seem so
large and important are now fading.

When I turned 18, I became an adult
and I felt like an adult. Now, as a 22-yearold, I look back and realize despite the
fact that I was technically an adult, I was
still in my teenage years.
Still, I often feel like a child, in a sense
that I am only three years past teenagedom and am still scared of the world
that awaits and the pressures I will face.
Every time someone on my Facebook
feed announces his or her engagement
or posts wedding pictures, I internally
laugh out of panic or I roll my eyes because “Hello, you’re 20, why tie yourself
down now?”
However, after attempting to curb
my judgmental attitude, I attempted
to deconstruct all of the people I knew
who were currently married. I realized that some of the people my age
who were married had been with their
significant other for at least four years.
One such couple is now out in California and both are studying chemistry at
prestigious southern California schools.
Do I believe the couple rushed into

it because they are the same age as me?
No. Do I believe the same girl in my
class who is my same age rushed into
it since she has been married and divorced twice since graduation? Yes.
And as I checked my judgmental attitude, I realized that it didn’t matter how
old I was. It mattered how prepared I felt
to enter into a potentially eternal legal
contract. And right now — for me — I’m
not ready at all to enter into marriage, let
alone life after graduation. And that is
completely okay. I’m not entirely set on
one career choice. That’s okay, too. And I
know that, beyond a shadow of a doubt,
I will not be a woman who has children,
and that is completely okay for me.
Once you exit high school and have
a myriad of choices to make about your
future, you may choose to marry and
be a stay-at-home parent right away, as
opposed to attending college or beginning a job. And though that may not be
my own chosen path, if that is what you
want, that is what you should have, and
no one should shame you for that.

TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL

@Randy_Monster21
Guy next to me turned in a paper in comic sans. #automaticfail #wku #WTF
— Sent 11:23 AM/6 Nov 13
@noahgaines
So now the bell tower is playing the Entertainer from The
Sting. I’m beginning to grow
fond of this bell tower.
— Sent 12:39 PM/6 Nov 13
@MrGilyard
“If you've done your homework no one should scare
you.” @Soledad_OBrien #WKU
#SJB
— Sent 5:11 PM/5 Nov 13
@jackielogsdon
Just scheduled my last semester of college ever. Super motivated this morning!!!!! #wku
#toppers #supersenior
— Sent 10:32 AM/5 Nov 13

CARTOON STRIP

@bluejaebird
Having to get up extra early to
take a much needed shower
so you can look decent
enough for class <<<<<
#collegeprobs #wku
— Sent 9:29 AM/5 Nov 13
@marchellmueller
Not that a girl is walking
around with an overcoat on,
tall sox, and only her lime
green underwear... #WKU
— Sent 7:53 AM/5 Nov 13
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VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
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The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
picture.
2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title.

4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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THE FUN PAGE

Get social with the

ACROSS

1 Tom, Ma or Pa, in "The
Grapes of Wrath"

College Heights Herald

5 Ballpark judges

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

9 Greek i's
14 Doing nothing
15 Put a stop to

@WKUHerald
@WKUHeraldSports

16 Russian currency
17 Food Network's
"Throwdown!" host
19 Actor's platform
20 Remove pencil marks
21 Vinyl flooring piece

@WKUHerald

23 Skin care brand
24 '60s song about an insect
who "hid / Inside a doggie from
Madrid"
27 Palsy-walsy
31 Mongrel

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

FOR RENT
Grande Haven Villas Newly constructed one and two bedroom
luxury apts. Great location off Campbell Lane
on Industrial Dr.
Spacious floorplans. Close to WKU
Shuttle. Ask about our move in Specials!!
Crye-Leike Property Management:
(270) 781-7888

HELP WANTED
PEOPLEMARK, INC.
IS CURRENTLY TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
The following positions
Warehouse and Retail Distribution Center Positions
In Bowling Green, KY.
Receiving /Shipping Material Handlers:
[Able to lift up to 60 lbs repetitively]
Scanning, shrink wrapping, breaking down boxes,
stacking boxes
Retail Table Operators
Able to stand for 8-10 hours
Able to bend and squat repetitively
Folding, packaging and tagging garments
Pay rate is $9.00/hr
Must be willing to work overtime
Including weekends.
Temp to hire is possible
Vacation, benefits and redeemable award points
for hours worked will be discussed at interview.
Will be taking applications Monday through Friday
8:30 to 5:00
2530 Scottsville Rd. Suite 4
(The Old Hickory Bldg. upstairs)
Bowling Green, KY
ID required for I-9 verification
Drug test and background checks required.
EOE
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for
misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please
use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

32 Villainous Norse god in the
2012 film "The Avengers"
33 Musical pause
37 Guffaw
41 1996 R. Kelly hit
44 Baffling question
45 Sesame Street giggler
46 Increase, as prices

73 Muscle firmness

18 Polite rural assent

48 Inquire of

47 Singer Sumac

DOWN

22 PC bailout key

50 Victor's cry

49 Deceives

1 Be in sync (with)

25 Pile that aptly rhymes with

51 "Never in a million years!"

51 Difference between money

2 Febreze target

fire

52 Pleistocene, e.g.

coming in and money being

3 "Fantastic Four" actress Jessica

26 Hawaiian dance

53 "Baywatch" actress Bingham

spent

4 Society newbies

27 Film excerpt

54 Magician's opening

57 Grand Ole __

5 Frequency between 300 and

28 Vagabond

55 Word with drive or memory

58 Beverage nut

3,000 MHz

29 26-Down instruments

56 Cavalry weapon

59 Newton with laws

6 Island nation near Sicily

30 Hannah Montana portrayer

60 "Save me a __!"

64 Squirrel away

7 __ Jane

34 Eden outcast

61 Bushy do

66 Contagious dog malady

8 Touchscreen-touching tools

35 Poivre companion

62 Arkin of "Argo"

68 Take place

9 Org. that's the target of April

36 Duncan of the NBA's Spurs

63 Sugar bowl unit

69 SOS responder

glowers

38 Usually fuzzy tabloid pics

65 2000 Richard Gere role

70 Fast horse

10 Not close enough

39 Market surfeit

67 Red-and-white supermarket

71 Bridge predecessor

11 Game for young batters

40 Doc's shot provider

logo

72 Stadium that hosted a 1965

12 Aquarium buildup

42 Culinary maven Rombauer

Beatles concert

13 "I'm outta here!"

43 Denver's st.

HILLTOP HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct.
23-Nov. 21) -- It could
get messy. Embrace the
dirt and gain power to
do something about it.
Don't be afraid to revive
old topics of discussion.
At the end, compromise
is achieved. Develop
physical and psychological strength.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.
22-Dec. 21) -- Your
willingness to see things
differently opens up new
income opportunities.
Re-evaluate valuables.
And save more than
you spend, with only a
little effort on your part.
Impress others with your
good habits.

CAPRICORN (Dec.
22-Jan. 19) -- You're on
top of your game. However, it's a good idea to
get advice from another
professional to figure
out a difficult problem.
Phone call provides
insight. Persuade with
words and actions. Have
a backup plan.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18) -- You're looking
very good, even if you
don't quite see it. Believe
you can succeed. Work
from behind the scenes
suits you well now. Inexpensive entertainment
is best. Think over any
new investment. Do the
math.

PISCES (Feb.
19-March 20) -- Keep
digging and find a
valuable clue. Dress up.
Aim high. Push. Invest
in your equipment, but
leave your savings alone.
Explain again, patiently.

ARIES (March
21-April 19) -- Gather
up as much as you can
and share. As you look
for the next opportunity,
listen to your subconscious desires and make
a significant move. Don't
waste a cent. Answers
come now.

TAURUS (April
20-May 20) -- Review
the long range view and
adjust as needed. Don't
spend all your loot on
your friends. No need
for loud voices. Get lost
in a good story. Test
your theory and learn
something useful. All's
well that ends well.

GEMINI (May 21June 20) --Activities at
home demand review.
Don't brag, or you'll stir
up discontent. Make
travel plans. Passion
drives your argument.
The deadline is fast
approaching. For about
four months with Jupiter
retrograde, study the
competition.

CANCER (June 21July 22) -- Your team
is hot. Re-invent your
partnership by aligning
on a renewed mission.
Harvest the energy for
long-term results. A big
change in your workplace is underway. Take
advantage of conditions.

LEO (July 23-Aug.
22) -- Solicit ideas from
imaginative experts,
keep your objective in
mind and gain respect.
Listen to your conscience, and consider all
the consequences. You
may be tempted to raid
your piggy bank. Thrifty
buying works now.

VIRGO (Aug. 23Sept. 22) -- For next
few months, practice,
practice, practice. And
don't give up, even when
emotions are in turmoil.
Get rid of excess baggage
and take action. You're
an inspiration to others.
Establish the rules.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
22) -- Startling revelations occur about now.
You want to jump for
joy. And you're exceptionally attractive now.
Your characters come
alive imaginatively. Talk
about the future. Blessings on your home. Not
a good time to go out.

PREVIOUS CROSSWORD SOLUTION
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Covington senior Logan Eckler (right) lunges at Nashville sophomore Bryce Aberg during the WKU fencing club's practice Tuesday in the Preston Center.

Glasgow
senior Christopher Bidwell,
left, and Nixa,
Mo., senior
Cameron
Koch compete
during fencing practice
Tuesday in the
Preston Center.
Both Bidwell
and Koch have
been in the
fencing club
since their
freshman year.

En
garde
PHOTOS BY MIKE CLARK

Nixa, Mo., senior
Cameron Koch, Herald
News Editor, lunges
at Covington senior
Logan Eckler during
the WKU fencing club's
practice Tuesday in the
Preston Center.
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From left to right, Westemoreland, Tenn., freshman Brettley Farmer, Goodletsville, Tenn., junior Haley Poole and Bowling
Green junior Dillon Martin sing Celine Dion's "My Heart Will Go On" in the dressing room of the Fine Arts Center during dress
rehearsal for "The Comedy of Errors." IAN MAULE/HERALD

RETURN OF THE
WKU Theatre and Dance
presents ‘Comedy of Errors’’
BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
When one thinks of a Shakespeare
play, slapstick humor probably isn’t
one of the descriptors that first comes
to mind.
The WKU department of Theatre
and Dance hopes to change that with
their latest main stage production,
“The Comedy of Errors.”
William Leonard, a member of the
Emeritus faculty at WKU, is the director of “The Comedy of Errors,” marking
the 78th play he’s directed at WKU.
Leonard said he was asked to do a
classic work as the second show of the
fall semester, and he decided to do a
Shakespearean comedy. After reading
through a few different options, Leonard chose “The Comedy of Errors” because he felt it would best serve the stu-

dents and it has a lot more universal
humor than some of the others.
Leonard said there will be word
play throughout the show that people
might not catch because the words
aren’t used anymore, but he believes
the physical humor will still get the
audience laughing.
He said there are also a multitude
of cultural influences that contribute
to the show, including both Roman
and Elizabethan theatre, the port
city of Ephesus and the commedia
dell’arte of Italy.
Powderly senior Eric Schmidt plays
the role of Dromio of Syracuse.
After deciding against auditioning for “Macbeth” his freshman year,
Schmidt felt this was his next chance
to do a Shakespeare production.
“Even though Shakespeare can be
SEE COMEDY PAGE B3

Greenville senior Oliver Pierce rehearses his character, Antipholus of Syracuse, for
the upcoming production of "Comedy of Errors" in the Fine Arts Center.
IAN MAULE/HERALD

FREQUENT FACES

‘Differently enabled’ student aspires to help others
BY JACOB PARKER
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
“People are afraid to ask me
the question. They’re like, you
know, ‘what’ or ‘why’ and I’m
like, ‘Okay, I know where you’re
going with this, you’re not going to offend me.’”
Having had cerebral palsy
for 25 years, Josh Mata understands people can feel discomfort because of his wheelchair.
“I think the biggest misconception they have is that if they
do ask the million-dollar question, then I’m just going to cry
or pull out a knife and shank
them right there or something,” he said.

Mata doesn’t believe people
should be afraid to ask him
those questions, as long as it’s
not like “a Q&A panel like you
see at Comic-Con or something.”
For the Lexington senior, it’s
the stigma that comes with being in a wheelchair that’s more
challenging than the wheelchair.
“I see some things people
post on Facebook and I’m
thinking ‘Okay, you’re not
afraid to say that, but you can’t
ask me why I’m in a wheelchair?” he said.
“Disability,” isn’t a term that
Mata would use to describe
his condition. Rather, he

said he is "differently enabled.
"Because of his experiences,
he was inspired to go into the
field of college education in
disability services.
“When you get your syllabus and it says, ‘If you need
any help, go to this office,’ I’ll
be that guy in that office,” he
said. “I want to show my students when they come in that
they shouldn’t limit themselves.”
After switching from a special education major to an education and disability services
major, last year around this
time, Mata decided it would
make him happy after one of Louisville senior Josh Mata, 25, eats lunch at Popeyes on campus
SEE FACES PAGE B3 Tuesday. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD
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Alum gains fame with @joeimel Twitter account
BY CASEY DOWNEY
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM
A man sits behind a glass wall in an
office nestled against the corner of the
newsroom. Soft chatter from police
scanners fills the background as he
works behind computer screens.
Joe Imel, assistant managing editor
at The Bowling Green Daily News, has
worked at the publication since 1992.
He started off as the paper’s only photographer, which brought him recognition in the community.
“I fell in love with meeting people
and telling stories and being aware of
what was happening,” Imel said.
But even with the dozens of photography awards Imel received, including
some from the Associated Press, he
said he never knew fame before Twitter,
a forum that has earned him nearly 15
thousand followers.
Imel’s exploration of digital platforms began around 2008, a time when
many publishers were either shutting down or selling out. Imel saw the
need for a more user-friendly news site.

Without prior web experience, Imel
took it upon himself to revamp the
publication’s website.
“You realize it quickly: you can’t just
have one good skill,” Imel said. “You
have to multi-task. You have to understand things in a 3-D layer and think
outside the box.”
Bowling Green senior Natasha Simmons said she's learned a lot about
multi-tasking from Imel. Simmons is
on a paid internship at the Daily News.
She said that when Imel hired for
the internship, he was listening to the
police scanner while he also conducted
her interview.
"It's embedded in him," Simmons
said. "He can't just focus on one thing."
Separate from his work at the Daily
News, he started a Twitter account to
show the array of incidents that cops
address each day. He utilized social
media to share what he heard on Bowling Green Police Department scanners.
It didn’t take long before people followed him by the hundreds.
Imel had been an avid listener of
the scanners for more than 20 years

and was not expecting popularity
from his posts, which covered content
that ranged from domestic disputes to
criminals on the loose.
“The scanner is a window to our
community of what’s going on,” Imel
said. “It is these things that, woven
together, make the community. Why
wouldn’t you want to know where the
sirens are going?”
Followers applaud the humorous
and offbeat angle Imel gives to local
happenings.
One tweet from Nov. 4 reads, “Report of a white male riding his bicycle
in circles in front of CVS on Scottsville
Rd.”
Despite Imel’s growing Twitter presence, he said the information found in
his tweets is not editorialized. The Daily
News website features his account but
not as a source of verified journalism
backed by the paper.
“I believe in the core mission of the
newspaper,” he said. “I’ve just embraced a broader sense of digital storytelling. I have my detractors. Some
people from inside the journalism

Joe Imel is known for his Twitter feed @joeimel.

PHOTO COURTESY OF JOE IMEL

community don’t think it’s news — but
I don’t bill it as news. It’s just the little
snippets that make up daily life.”

THE REEL

Aging Ford, De Niro expose actors’ shelf life
BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
After seeing “Ender’s Game”
this weekend, audiences were
exposed to an inconvenient
truth — some of our most beloved actors are seriously losing their luster.
Harrison Ford’s last, best
film before “Ender’s Game”
was this spring’s “42,” in which
the actor gave a stellar portrayal of Brooklyn Dodgers general
manager Branch Rickey.

Prior to this year, Ford’s
most commercially well-received film of the past decade
was “Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull”
in 2008, which wasn’t even that
good.
Before that, you have to
go back to Ford’s work in the
mid-to-late 1990s in order to
find successful films that won
over both critics and audiences
alike.
I’m thinking “Air Force One,”
“The Fugitive” and his turns as
Jack Ryan in “Clear and Present
Danger” and “Patriot Games.”
The reason Ford has remained so popular is that
nearly every movie he made
during the 1980s is considered
a classic today.
But since then, he’s been
woefully hit-or-miss.

Sadly, the same can be said
for Robert De Niro.
Through the late 1970s and
‘80s, the man could do no
wrong, consistently appearing in classic films like “Taxi
Driver,” “The Deer Hunter,”
“Raging Bull” and “The Untouchables.”
Much of his success can be
attributed to Martin Scorsese,
a director with whom De Niro
has frequently collaborated.
The last time Scorsese directed De Niro in a film was in
1995’s enthralling violent crime
saga, “Casino.”
Since then, the two have
voiced characters together in
DreamWorks’ “Finding Nemo”
knockoff “Shark Tale” and collaborated as actor and executive producer on Luc Besson’s
mob comedy, “The Family.”

Since neither of those films
has lived up to their previous
successes together, it’s clear
Scorsese needs to keep his seat
in the director’s chair when De
Niro is on the other side of the
camera.
The problem with De Niro
when he’s not working with
Scorsese is that he rarely makes
films worth seeing anymore.
Over the past decade, he’s
only made three solid films
– “Silver Linings Playbook,”
“Limitless” and “Stardust.”
But for each one of these
hits, there’s a “Big Wedding,”
“Righteous Kill,” or unnecessary “Meet the Parents” sequel.
Aging stars like Ford and De
Niro need to take a page from
Morgan Freeman when selecting future projects.
Pick something with a

strong story and good characters before worrying about
what the paycheck looks like.
“The Dark Knight,” “Invictus” and “Bruce Almighty”
have allowed Freeman to make
affecting turns that stick with
audiences long after the credits
roll.
That being said, these aging
players need to watch out for
the emergence of “New Hollywood,” a regime of talented,
young actors and filmmakers
currently taking the industry
by storm.
With the critical and commercial success that stars like
Benedict Cumberbatch and
Jennifer Lawrence are now
earning, maybe it’s time for
guys like Ford to hang up the
fedora and De Niro the boxing
gloves.
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Office of diversity changes name to be more inclusive
BY QUICHE MATCHEN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Office of Institutional
Diversity and Inclusion, formally known as the Office of
Diversity Programs, changed
their name this semester to
include more of the campus
community.
In 1986, the office was called
Minority Student Support Services, which promoted campus engagement. The name
then changed to the Office of
Diversity Programs in 2001.
Richard Miller, vice provost and chief diversity officer, said the reason for the
name change was to move

away from just being known
for the creation of diversity
programs.
“We wanted to expand the
focus of the office to include
the word inclusion,” he said.
“Because we wanted the office
to engage more of the diverse
populations of the campus.”
Miller said they wanted
to include Hispanic, Asian
American, white, LGBT, Native
American communities and
more.
“We wanted the office to focus not only on programming,
but on events that connect the
campus with its various diverse constituencies,” he said.
Miller said the office is be-

ginning to become more inclusive in it’s involvement.
“It was time because our
campus is becoming more diverse,” he said.
Miller said looking at the
number of undergraduate and
graduate students, white students at WKU in the last five
years have been declining,
while the number of minority
students is increasing. He said
this is a reflection of changing
demographics in Kentucky
and in higher education.
“Naturally, those demographic changes are going
to have an impact on enrollments at colleges and universities,” Miller said.

Andrea Garr-Barnes, director of the office of institutional
diversity and inclusion, said
they are focusing on diversity,
inclusion and underrepresented groups that are pursuing an
academic degree or working
on campus.
“The goal of all of our programs, events, and speakers
is to increase recruitment of
the diverse student, faculty
and staff population,” she
said.
Garr-Barnes said now there
are more opportunities for
people to have input in these
events, which makes it more
inclusive and collaborative.
She said they will be launching

programs that will also be for
faculty and staff.
“Instead of having this office being charged with promoting cultural celebrations,
we now have a cultural celebrations advisory committee,”
she said. “Which has approximately 10 to 12 people on the
committee, and the people are
from various parts of the campus community.”
She said the office is organic
and is constantly changing.
“The name change is a
shared responsibility for recruitment, success and degree
completion for every member
of the WKU campus community,” she said.

‘Happy Gas’ alum releases debut comedy album
BY JACKSON FRENCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
For the past seven years,
former WKU student Joe Starr
has been in San Francisco
working to make a name for
himself as a comedian.
His career recently took a
big step forward with the release of his first stand-up album, “Heroic Effort,” which
was made available for digital download on Bandcamp
on Oct. 6 and on iTunes on
Oct. 14.
The cover of Starr’s debut
album depicts him standing
beside a giant robot, wielding
a giant sword from the “Final
Fantasy” video game series.
It gives listeners a feel for his
brand of humor.
“As much as I try not to call
it nerd comedy, I talk about
‘Transformers’ and ‘Batman’
way too much for it to not be,”
Starr said.
He said his humor relies
primarily on storytelling rather than shorter jokes and takes
inspiration from real events
from his own life.
“On the album, there’s five
minutes on an encounter with
a locksmith because I locked
my keys in my car while looking for a Hugo Chavez costume at an Army depot store,”

COMEDY
CONTINUED FROM LIFE
very accessible to audiences
if it’s done correctly, for an actor it’s a very different experience,” Schmidt said. “I wanted
to be able to experience that
and get that skill under my
belt for the professional world
when I leave here.”
The play centers around
two sets of identical twins that
were separated at birth. When
both of the twins end up in
the same city, a lot of hilarious
mix-ups and cases of mistaken
identity ensue.
Owensboro senior Oliver
Pierce plays Antipholus of Syracuse.
Pierce worked with Leonard last semester in “Pirates
of Penzance” and loved his directing style.
“He’s an easygoing guy and
a great director to work with,”
Pierce said.

FACES
CONTINUED FROM LIFE

his weekly conversations
with his mom.
“With me wanting to be a
disability services counselor,
seeing how the system works,

he said.
Starr said he also tries to be
“current events-savvy” with
his humor.
“I try to talk about things
that I care about, but all of that
kind of spins through the filter
of me being a huge dork,” he
said.
Starr said “Heroic Effort”
was recorded in the back of a
Los Angeles comic book store
called Hypno Comics.
“A big thing about comedy
now is, like, you just make your
opportunities where you can
find them,” Starr said. “The
clubs are sort of a dying thing
out here.”
He said he performs every
month in the back of Hypno
Comics, adding that with the
venue, he has found the perfect audience and aesthetic for
his brand of humor.
Starr moved to San Francisco with his friends and his
wife, Torlin Torgersen, who he
met at WKU, to pursue a career
in comedy.
He said when he was in
college, he wanted to work
as an improv or sketch show
artist.
“I always really liked doing comedy, but I was always
much more comfortable in a
group setting than doing solo
stuff,” he said.

Starr said he became active
in stand-up almost out of necessity.
“It’s easier in a way to kind
of get stuff done on your own,”
he said. “We all moved out
to San Francisco together to
do stuff, and while the group
wasn’t working on things, I just
started trying to do stand-up
on my own just so I was always
working and always, you know,
trying to get better at some aspect of doing comedy and just
started to get really comfortable with that.”
Starr attended WKU from
2000 to 2005 as a theatre major.
During those five years,
he was heavily involved in
Happy Gas, WKU’s improv
comedy group, and was inspired by older members of
the troupe.
He said a seminal moment
in his decision to pursue a career in comedy came when the
Chicago-based Second City
improv group held a workshop
on campus.
“That was, like, a big thing
for me where I was like, ‘Okay,
I think I really love doing this,’”
Starr said.
David Young, theater and
dance department head and
one of Starr’s former teachers,
said Starr was heavily involved
in Happy Gas while he was a

Pierce had a small part in
“Macbeth” his freshman year,
but he had never read “The
Comedy of Errors.” Once he
did, he saw that it was hilarious and knew he had to do it.
Leonard said one of the
highlights for him was hiring
Bowling Green junior Dillon
Martin as his fight captain,
which means he organizes the
beating scenes in the show.
“It sounds terrible to say,
but I wish there was a beating
scene in every scene,” Leonard
said. “There’s not, but the ones
that are there are done to perfection because of his [Martin’s] work.”
Schmidt said comedy is one
of his strong suits, so doing
a Shakespeare comedy with
such a great cast has been a
great experience.
“There’s a scene talking
about the kitchen wench, and
it’s basically a scene of back-toback jokes,” Schmidt said. “It’s
my biggest scene and it’s full of

especially in education, and
just knowing the ups and the
downs and the challenges of
making it through school...
that’s what makes me to do
what I want do now,” he said.
Mata said his parents are a
large part of what influenced
him to become the person he
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2005 WKU graduate Joe Starr performs a stand-up act in San Francisco. PHOTO COURTESY OF SPITFIRE CREATIVE
student.
“He was very active in the
department when he was
here,” Young said. “He did a
lot of shows, and he was one
of the people who kept Happy
Gas...going and it was very active during his time here. So I
just remember seeing him in
all sorts of things.”

Young said he’s not surprised Starr is now working as
a comedian.
“It was clear from watching him in Happy Gas and
how successful Happy Gas was
when he was around and how
much he loved it that he was
going to go into comedy or improv,” he said.

jokes, so it’s my favorite one to
do.”
Pierce said working opposite Schmidt, his best friend
from high school, has been a
highlight for him.
“He plays my servant twin
and our scenes together are
like us just hanging out, so
those scenes are the best to
me,” Pierce said. “I’m so glad
that best friends get to play opposite each other in their senior year production. It’s going
to be fun.”
Leonard said “The Comedy
of Errors” is a play all about
reunion. He said there’s the reunion of the sets of twins, the
reunion of Antipholus and his
wife, the reunion of the parents of the twins and even a reunion between city, state and
religion.
Schmidt said he hopes to
have a large audience for the
play that’s not solely based on
class requirements.
“I’m glad we get people to

come for that reason, but I
want people to want to be here
and want to see it,” Schmidt
said. “If they want to be here
and see and enjoy, they’ll be
able to understand. If they’re
not paying attention, the language is poetic and they could
get lost.”
Schmidt said he hopes if
people do get lost that the
physical comedy will draw
them in and make them want
to know what’s going on for the
rest of the show.
“If their energy is good, it
helps ours and we give them
more,” Schmidt said. “It’s a
great relationship that happens between actors and audience.”
Pierce said he hopes that
people don’t decide against
coming because of the stigma
that they won’t understand it.
“Dr. Leonard has done a
wonderful job of cutting the
script down from five acts
to two,” Pierce said. “They’re

pieced together and made
where the audience can understand, and it’s hilarious. I’m
really proud of it.”
Schmidt said another cast
member described the style of
the show as “the Three Stooges—Shakespeare style,” which
he finds very fitting.
Pierce said he hopes to
show people that the play is
not beyond them and that it’s
something they can relate to.
“It’s not upright, corsetwearing theatre,” Pierce said.
“It’s a very human experience.”
Tickets can be purchased
in advance at wku.showare.
com or by calling the box office at (270) 745-3121.

is.

as a person.
“My parents always taught
me you have to stand up for
yourself and be as independent as possible as far as doing
things for yourself but also be
as loving and caring as possible,” he said.
Graduating in May, Mata

is looking forward to helping
other people through his life
experiences.
“Money isn’t everything. As
long as I can live comfortably,
be happy and achieve the personal goals that I want to —
that’s all that matters to me,”
he said.

“I have three wonderful
parents, and all three of them
are former military,” he said
of his parents and stepfather.
“That’s where I got my core
values like being a nice person,
an applied person, still having
manners. It’s part of my DNA

IF YOU GO

What: “The Comedy of Errors”
Where: Russell Miller Theatre
When: Nov. 7 to 12
Cost: $15 for adults and $12
for students.

PROUD NEW FIERY
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BAJA BLAST FREEZE
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2460 Nashville Rd.
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O’Brien stresses telling diverse and unheard stories
BY QUICHE MATCHEN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Seats were filled and anticipation was high for awardwinning journalist Soledad
O’Brien.
O’Brien’s lecture was the
second event in the Cultural
Enhancement Series for this
school year. She spoke at Van
Meter Auditorium to a full
house on Tuesday night.
Before the lecture, O’Brien
answered questions and interacted with journalism students on campus.
She talked to the students
about her transition from
producing documentaries to
reporting on the HBO show,
“Real Sports.”
“The whole fun of it is
jumping into a world or someone’s head that you don’t
know,” she said.
O’Brien said it’s an opportunity to learn and be curious.
She pointed to a recent story
she did for the show about
people who define themselves
as e-athletes and play video
games professionally.
“Where people have made
a mistake of gamers is they go
in with the [thought], ‘This is a
waste of time,’” she said. “It’s
just wrong to have that attitude with any story.”
O’Brien is well known for
her In America series — Black,
Latino and Gay in America.

These series were made to
make people talk and think,
she said.
“We did coverage that people hadn’t done,” she said.
She said she got to the point
where she would walk through
the airport and people would
come up to her wanting to be
in the series.
“There were people that
loved it, people that hated it,”
she said.
O'Brien said she doesn’t
care about criticism unless it’s
constructive criticism, such as
flaws in reporting or weak storytelling.
“Now that I take very seriously, and that’s crucial,” she
said.
She said the most rewarding thing is to capture someone’s story very well.
“I think sometimes in news
it tells — this person is bad this,
person is good,” she said. “And
really we’re really this mix of a
charming, terrible person.”
O’Brien said that’s what she
likes about documentaries —
showing someone’s true colors.
She said she’s always intrigued to see the stories that
come out of the nation’s “very
troubled past.”
“Diversity in storytelling is
so important,” she said. “To
tell the story of America, all
the voices have to be heard.”
O’Brien said her parents
framed how she thinks about

Soledad
O'Brien gives
a lecture
called "Diversity On
TV, Behind
The Scenes
And In Our
Lives" at Van
Meter Hall
Auditorium
on Tuesday.
DEMETRIUS
FREEMAN/
HERALD

journalism and that they’re
the reason she’s so interested
in telling stories that would
otherwise go unheard.
Her mother, who is black
and Cuban, and her father, who
is Australian, were together in
the late 1950s when interracial
dating was frowned upon.
“I would ask my mother
what it was like to walk around
Baltimore in the late 1950s,
early 1960s,” she said. “She
said, ‘Oh, people used to spit
on us thinking we were disgusting.’”
O’Brien asked her mother
what she did when that happened.

Gamers’ Guild brings together
gaming community
BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

As college students, it
may seem to some like
there is hardly any spare
time to have fun in the
midst of classes, projects
and exams.
The WKU Gamers’
Guild is an organization
that allows students to
get together, break away
from college stresses and
do just that—have fun.
James Spraggins, a
22-year-old Hendersonville, Tenn., junior and Hendersonville, Tenn., junior Cody Spraggins is an
external guild officer, external officer in the WKU Gamer's Guild. Spraggins
said the Gamers’ Guild who has been playing Magic: The Gathering, a card
is “a collection of gamers game, for five years, said he enjoys the atmosphere of
throughout the year that the guild. JEFF BROWN/HERALD
enjoy social gaming and
being part of a commually expand and learn about different
nity.”
games that are played throughout the
Rick Grieve, a psychology professor Gamers’ Guild.
at WKU and also the Gamers’ Guild’s
Spraggins said a highlight for him
faculty adviser, said the guild plays a was walking in the door at his first
variety of games that range from typi- Gamers’ Guild meeting and seeing at
cal party and board games, to role- least 50 people playing various games.
playing and card games, to even video
“It blew me away that there were so
games.
many people,” he said. “At that point, I
“It’s a place for people to get togeth- was just so surprised, because I came
er and exercise leisure time skills, and from a town where not too many people
it’s a lot of fun,” he said.
formed a group to do anything like that.”
Grieve said his role as adviser allows
Grieve said a highlight for him has
him to encourage people in the Gam- been interacting with the students and
ers’ Guild, making sure they maintain seeing the fun they’re having.
eligibility through WKU and negotiate
“I want to make sure it’s fun because
any conflicts that may arise.
in the big scheme of things, we’re get“I also just try to stay the heck out ting together to play games,” Grieve
of the way,” Grieve said. “Do what you said. “That’s the whole point of it.”
want to do. It’s the students’ group—
Spraggins said he also hopes to see
not my group.”
the Gamers’ Guild expand in the fuPortland, Tenn., junior Dane Will re- ture, both in membership and space,
cently attended a meeting of the Gam- because it’s growing quickly.
ers’ Guild for the first time.
Grieve said the Gamers’ Guild used
“I became a regular at the Garrett to meet in Downing Student Union
Table, which is a group of people that before renovations began but has resit together and hang out in Garrett cently had to move to Mass Media and
Food Court,” Will said. “A lot of them Technology Hall. He hopes once renogo to Gamers’ Guild, so they men- vations are complete, the guild can retioned it to me.”
turn to DSU.
Will said he was starting a new
Grieve said he wanted to assure
game at his first Gamers’ Guild meet- WKU students that although membering, so it was kind of a slow start.
ship is only $5, membership is not re“I had never played table-top quired to join in and attend a meeting
games before, so I didn’t even know of the Gamers’ Guild.
what Pathfinder was,” Will said. “They
“Everybody can come,” Grieve said.
had to introduce me to all of the stuff, “That’s the beauty of it—we don’t realbut it was relatively easy to pick up.”
ly turn people away. Anyone can come
Will said he also hopes to eventu- and enjoy and have a place to be.”

Her mother responded
with, “We knew America was
better than that.”
O’Brien said she believes
things can change because
the hope and idea of America
is better than that.
As a journalist, she said she
wants to tell stories about people that are different than the
stereotypes.
David Lee, dean of Potter
College of Arts and Letters, said
he thought the lecture was well
done, lively and challenging.
“There was a great response
from the audience,” he said.
St. Louis senior Karlos Harbor said he thought O’Brien

had great points.
“I especially like the part
where she talked about redefining yourself,” he said. “It
really hit me as a black guy at
a predominately white institution.”
Harbor said he was inspired
to get out of his comfort zone
and get to know people that
aren’t like him.
Winchester junior Kinya
Embry said O’Brien inspired
her.
“It made me want to use my
voice and spread diversity,”
she said. “And it made me ask
myself, ‘Am I doing everything
to my full potential?’”
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BASKETBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

SPORTS BRIEF

also have to find ways to integrate some
of their new players into the lineup.
The Lady Toppers, meanwhile, will
deal with challenges of their own.
Coach Michelle Clark-Heard said her
players have spent the offseason refining
their game for the upcoming year.
“We’re just trying to get better each
and every day,” she said at Media Day.
“We’re really excited about the momentum going into the season and having
another opportunity to do some great
things.”
With two returning preseason first
team All-Sun Belt Conference players

Lady Toppers beat UALR in
SBC Tournament first round
The Lady Topper soccer team
is moving on to the Sun Belt Conference Tournament semifinals
after topping Arkansas-Little
Rock 2-1 in the first round of
competition Wednesday afternoon.
UALR jumped out to a 1-0 lead
after scoring on a free kick in the
29th minute. The Lady Trojans
held that lead until halftime.
WKU responded in the second half, though. The Lady
Toppers tied the game up on a

FOOTBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

things,” Petrino said when comparing
Army with Navy. “They run it more.
They have a couple different schemes
in their running. They do a little bit
more of the load-option and the true
triple and try to block guys more than
to read them at times. They’re very patient, so it’s going to be a challenge.”
Part of WKU’s success against Navy
was due to senior linebacker Andrew
Jackson’s second-quarter hit that
knocked Navy quarterback Keenan
Reynolds out of the game. Jackson will
more than likely return for the Army
game after serving an indefinite suspension for violating team rules. But
Petrino said Jackson has “met every
requirement so far” and he would
probably be ready to go Saturday.
Since the Toppers were able to stop
the option earlier in the year, the players said they believe it will happen
again.
“If we did it before, I bet we could
do it again,” Brown said. “We just have
to go out there and execute whatever
game plan the coaches have and we’ll
be just fine.

header from senior midfielder
Chrissy Tchoula in the 58th minute before taking the lead for
good after freshman forward Iris
Dunn scored her sixth goal of the
season on an assist from senior
forward Andrea Curry with 24
minutes to go.
The Lady Toppers will play in
the next round tomorrow against
the winner of the opening-round
game between Texas State and
Troy, which ended after the Herald’s press deadline.

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“Army is going to be very disciplined. I’m sure coaches have a game
plan. All our job is, is to go out there
and execute.”
Even if it’s the first contest between
the two schools, there is still a little familiarity between staffs. While Petrino
was coaching at Louisville, the Cardinals defeated Army twice when both
schools were members of Conference
USA. Before then, Petrino and Army’s
co-defensive coordinator Chris Smeland served on staff at Louisville in
1998.
Army Coach Rich Ellerson knows
the Toppers present as much of a
threat on the ground as Army does.
“They are multi-dimensional and
have multiple personnel sets that are
potentially problematic for us in both
formations,” Ellerson said in his Monday press conference.
Petrino said he hopes to come away
from the Army game with another win
— a win which would set his team up
for bowl eligibility.
“We came out of the Navy game
healthy, and it was a fun game for us,”
Petrino said. “It’s always an honor to
play both Army and Navy, and we’re
excited about going up there and having another good game.”

WKUHERALD.com

running back Antonio Andrews — he
leads the nation with 1,290 rushing
yards and has been given 202 carries
through nine games.
Andrews is WKU’s best weapon on
offense, a Swiss Army Knife kind of
player who can do it all for the Toppers,
from picking up triple-digit rushing
yards to helping out through the air.
But the Toppers are going to need more
Jones’ and Simpsons to come out of the
woodwork.
Those new weapons might be on the
bench behind Andrews. The running
game seems to be the strength of the
WKU roster this year — along with Andrews, Simpson and Jones, the Toppers
have another pair of running backs that
impact the game every time they hit the
field.
Sophomore Leon Allen showed
glimpses of potential last season. Similar in size and style to Andrews — both
are do-it-all backs who stand around
six-foot and aren’t afraid to lay a hit

VOLLEYBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

currently fifth in the conference, will
face WKU at 7 p.m. Friday.
Coach Travis Hudson said his team is
ready to face the only conference team
that has beat them this year.
“It’s time to lace them up and see
what we’re doing better and see where
they are," Hudson said. "They beat us
on their home court, and it’s nice to
have them in Diddle. I gotta think any
competitor is excited about a chance to
play them again.”
Junior setter Mollie Pajakowski said
the team does not look at the matchup
with ULL as a revenge game, but instead
is using that loss for extra motivation.
“I think it gives us a little extra motivation to show up and compete from
the start,” she said. “This is our first

SWIMMING

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
be key for the Topper squads to reach
their goals by the end of the season.
“We have to stay positive as a team,”
Holmes said. “If we stay positive and
practice hard, we will become better
individual swimmers and a better
team in general.”
That’s exactly what the Toppers
intend to do this weekend as they travel
to Cincinnati to face the Bearcats.
Both Cincinnati teams placed
second at the West Virginia Invite
on Oct. 26, with freshman swimmer
Jackie Keire earning American Athletic
Conference Swimmer of the Week
honors.
The experienced competition will
be nothing new for the Toppers but the

down on defenders — Allen has established himself as the primary back-up
at the position this year.
Redshirt freshman Anthony “Ace”
Wales, meanwhile, has shown an intriguing skill set as well. He’s a little
smaller than Allen and Andrews but
is elusive in the backfield and even
showed he could take a hit as he lay
out a Georgia State defender on a kick
return Saturday. He figures to be an
important piece for WKU in future seasons, but don’t be surprised if he finds
a way to help the Toppers in their last
three games this year.
Maybe it’ll be someone from the
receiving core that makes a difference. WKU is young at wide receiver,
with true freshmen Taywan Taylor,
Nicholas Norris and Aaron Jackson
getting consistent playing time so far
this year. Nine games into the season,
they’ve got some real experience under their belt.
Andrews has been a workhorse for
WKU all year, but if WKU is going to
capture its second straight bowl berth,
the Toppers might be better off sharing
some of the load on offense.

game at home in a while and they beat
us last time, so it’s definitely a little extra
motivation.”
WKU will follow up the match against
ULL by hosting UALR, the No. 6 team in
the Sun Belt, at noon on Sunday.
The Lady Trojans are led by junior
outside hitter Edina Begic, who Hudson
has previously called the “far and away
Player of the Year” in the conference.
“She’s a monster,” Hudson said.
“They’ve got her and (sophomore outside hitter Sonja) Milanovic who are the
best one-two in the league. They’re both
just ridiculously talented offensive players. It’ll be a challenge having them here.”
Senior outside hitter Janee' Diggins
said WKU has a plan for UALR.
“With Begic, we just need to track
her and know where she is at all times,”
Diggins said. “If we do good defensively, they can’t stop us offensively so the
game should be ours.”

swimmers know this will be a good test
for them, Marchionda said.
“Cincinnati is a very good team
— the former Big East members will
be a very good challenge for us,”
Marchionda said. “We will look to use
our depth later in the meet, which will
hopefully give us the edge.”
WKU has gotten off to a strong start
to the year, with one opening week win
and a close loss to Northwestern. A
strong start can build momentum, and
that’s what both squads are looking to
do with the Hilltopper Invite, another
home meet, just two weeks away.
Holmes said if the teams continue
to work hard, they should be in good
shape as they enter the thick of their
schedule.
“The team has worked very hard so
far,” Holmes said. “We have a long way
to go, but we are on the right track.”
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in junior guard Alexis Govan and junior
forward Chastity Gooch, Heard said her
team is embracing the higher expectations — the WKU women's basketball
team was picked to finish second in the
conference by Sun Belt coaches in the
preseason.
"You want to have the expectations
of wanting to put ourselves in a position
where we can get better and not be in a
situation where we were last year of kind
of being unknown or no one knowing
about who we are," Heard said. "That’s
a great thing.”
The Lady Toppers will play their first
game Saturday at 7 p.m. at Diddle Arena, while the men's basketball team will
face Wichita State on the road Monday
at midnight.
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Teams start regular season this weekend
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The wait is over — after six
months, basketball has returned to the Bluegrass state.
Both WKU teams will kick
off their 2013-14 campaigns
in the next few days. The Lady
Toppers tip off at Diddle Arena
against Austin Peay on Saturday, while the men’s basketball
team opens the season Mon-

day at Wichita State.
While each team has seen
preseason competition — the
women’s team took part in two
exhibition games while the
Toppers beat Campbellsville in
an exhibition Saturday — the
start of the regular season will
offer the first real indication of
what to expect from the WKU
squads.
Though the Lady Toppers
will play first, the men’s game

will likely pick up more attention — the Toppers are playing in the first regular season
NCAA men’s basketball game
of the year Monday at midnight, the first game of ESPN’s
24-hour tip off marathon.
Coach Ray Harper said
playing at midnight presents
some unique challenges, but
his team is ready for the test.
“It’s a great opportunity for
our kids to be a part of the 24-

hour marathon to kick off college basketball,” Harper said.
“Now, starting at midnight,
that’s a little tough on an old
man like me, but again, I think
our kids are excited and I think
it’s great for our program. It’s
just an opportunity and we’ll
see what we do with that opportunity.”
Playing at midnight is a
one-time challenge, but the
Toppers have other issues to

Back in the

water

address as a team as they enter
the season.
Despite returning much of
the roster that helped propel
the team to a second straight
Sun Belt Conference Tournament title and NCAA Tournament berth last year, WKU
is looking to replace Jamal
Crook, a valuable point guard
who helped run the offense
last season. The Toppers will
SEE BASKETBALL PAGE B5

COLUMN

Who will be
next Topper
weapon to
emerge?
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

One thing last Saturday’s game
taught us is that any player can
have a break-out game at any time.
Senior running back Keshawn
Simpson, who had been given 12
carries between the season-opener
against Kentucky, turned into the
story of the game against Georgia
State by picking up four touchdowns on 10 carries.
Senior fullback Kadeem Jones, a
valued weapon under coach Willie
Taggart who had been under-used
by coach Bobby Petrino this season, shined when he got his chance
as well — he hauled in a 16-yard
touchdown catch against the Panthers, his first score of the season.
The Toppers have gotten to this
point in the season by riding senior

SEE COLUMN PAGE B5

VOLLEYBALL

Junior swimmer T.J. Bland swims breaststroke during the WKU swimming team's practice Tuesday in the Bill Powell Natatorium. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

T

BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
he WKU swimming and diving teams are using a

teams prepare to face a tough Cincinnati team on Saturday.

tough loss from two weeks ago as motivation as

Coach Bruce Marchionda said the Topper swimmers

they head to Cincinnati for a meet this weekend.

can take a lot from the close loss.

The men’s and women’s teams each fell to Northwestern

“We have used the meet against Northwestern as a

on Oct. 25 — the men fell 161-139 while the Lady Toppers

big learning experience,” he said. “We are motivated to

were edged 151-145.

work harder after the loss and show other teams we can

The difference was closer than the score appears, as the

compete.”

women’s score came down to the final relay and the men

dropped two races by a combined time of 0:00:05.
The competition against Northwestern, a top-30

Marchionda wasn’t the only one at WKU energized by
the loss — several Topper swimmers realize motivation will
be key in the upcoming races.

swimming and diving program, should benefit WKU as the

Senior swimmer Samantha Holmes said positivity will

SEE SWIMMING PAGE B5

WKU looks to
avenge only
Sun Belt loss

After playing six of their last seven matches on the road, the Lady
Toppers are set to conclude their
season with a stretch of five games
at home this weekend.
WKU (22-5, 12-1 Sun Belt Conference) currently tops the Sun Belt
standings. However, the start of
this home stand will be anything
but easy for the Lady Toppers as
they invite Louisiana-Lafayette and
Arkansas-Little Rock to Bowling
Green.
The Ragin’ Cajuns handed the
team its only conference loss this
season, a 3-2 thriller, on Oct. 13 in
Louisiana. ULL (17-10, 7-6 SBC),

SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE B5

FOOTBALL

WKU prepares for triple-option once again
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
It may be the first time WKU
and Army have played each
other, but Saturday’s contest in
West Point, N.Y., isn’t going to
present a challenge the Toppers haven’t already seen this
year.
With a win, the obstacle
they face may give them extra
confidence with their potential to become bowl eligible.

Coach Bobby Petrino said he
doesn’t place an emphasis on
the hope of his team becoming
bowl eligible, but that doesn’t
stop the players from realizing
what could happen.
“That would be awesome,”
junior defensive back Rico
Brown said. “Last year’s experience was a blessing to us and
was a great experience. To go
again would be a great experience.”
Before
that
happens,

though, the Toppers will have
to stop the complex triple-option offense again.
WKU had success in September against Navy, a team
that runs a mirror offense
to Army’s. The Midshipmen
came to Smith Stadium with
the nation’s No. 1 rushing offense. Now, Army holds that
spot with an average of 336
rushing yards per game.
“They do a few different
SEE FOOTBALL PAGE B5

Junior quarterback Brandon Doughty (12) passes through traffic during
the first half of WKU’s 44-28 victory over Georgia State on Saturday at the
Georgia Dome in Atlanta. MIKE CLARK/HERALD

